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In the last years, the power consumption of telecommunication networks has attracted the attention of both

researchers and field experts in order to contain the associated energy bills and reduce their ecological im-

pact. Many of the proposed solutions have been focused exclusively on the reduction of the power consump-

tion, without adequately considering more traditional network engineering objectives such as balancing re-

source utilization, routing policy, or resilience schemes. As a consequence, network control plane strategies

passed from one extreme to the other, from being totally energy-unaware to exclusively energy-efficient at

the expenses of load-balancing, with obvious impacts on the power consumption in the former case and on

the blocking rate in the latter one.

In this paper, we present a hybrid routing and wavelength assignment algorithm that, when the network is

lightly loaded, operates in an energy-efficient way, by routing the connections on the paths requiring the

lowest amount of energy, while, when the network load increases, it dynamically switches to a pure load-

balancing scheme in order to best allocate the available communication resources. The switching decision

among load-balancing and energy-awareness is taken dynamically, driven by a threshold on the number of

new connections requests reaching the network during a prefixed time window.

Simulation results show the effectiveness of the hybrid algorithm, which achieves lower energy consump-

tion than a pure load-balancing algorithm while keeping the network load fairly distributed on the available

resources.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In the last years the Internet traffic has been rising according

o an exponential trend, leading to increased bandwidth demands

hich in turn has resulted in more sophisticated and energy-hungry

ommunication equipment that affect significantly the networks’

perational expenses. At the state of the art, telecommunications

etworks infrastructures require more than 1% of the worldwide pro-

uction of electrical energy and the demand rate increases of about

2% per year [1]. These numbers give an immediate idea of the im-

act of the energy bills on the overall economy of most of the large-

cale network communication provider organizations. The growth

f energy demand together with the limited availability of new and

ore clean energy sources (where energy production is not based on
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urning fossil fuel) also introduces significant issues in terms of eco-

ogical impact. Until most of the energy needed for network oper-

tions will not be drained from renewable, clean energy sources, a

arge amount of Greenhouse gases (GHG) will continue to be emitted

nto the atmosphere as a consequence of the direct and indirect usage

f the communication equipment.

The only viable strategies for containing the power consumption

n modern communication networks rely on the energy proportional

ehavior of most of the new generation equipment, that are able to

dapt their own energy demand to the effective workload by dynam-

cally switching between several operating states, each characterized

y a higher or lower component performance (e.g., interfaces, mem-

ries, switching fabric, etc.). These strategies require the introduction

f energy-awareness in the network control plane, providing visi-

ility of the energy efficiency degree of all the network equipment

n order to route communications on paths traversing switching de-

ices and links characterized by a lower proportional absorption, and

ence minimizing the load on the most energy-hungry devices.
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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However, this may introduce several undesirable side effects

on the overall network optimization policies and objectives. That

is, while being effective in substantially reducing the energy costs

and/or associated ecological footprint, routing strategies that strive to

divert connections over the paths requiring minimum energy, with-

out considering all the other more traditional traffic engineering ob-

jectives, may result in almost blind choices that tend to unbalance

the network load and under-utilize many expensive communication

links, with obvious consequences in terms of return of investment

(ROI).

From the previous considerations, it is immediately evident how

control-plane strategies aiming at balancing resource utilization or

containing the energy consumption as well as GHG emission, can

easily become mutually contradictory. To cope with this problem,

we propose a hybrid load-balancing and energy-aware routing and

wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithm (HyLERA) whose goal is

to combine, according to a threshold-based scheme, the aforemen-

tioned energy demand optimization and resource usage balancing

strategies in order to achieve more stable effects on the overall net-

work engineering economy, by using at any time the most appropri-

ate strategy. Thus it drives lightpath selection based exclusively on

a load-balancing objective when the risk of request blocking grows

over a certain threshold (i.e., the network is experiencing an overload

condition), and it performs its connection routing and wavelength as-

signment choices in order to reduce the overall energy consumption

when the network is unloaded.

The rest of the work is organized as follows. In the related work

section we analyze the RWA experiences already available in litera-

ture that follow load-balancing or energy-aware approaches as well

as those ones which try to unify or hybridize both of them. The next

section defines the methodology proposed in HyLERA and the follow-

ing one analyzes its performances through simulation and discusses

the results obtained. Finally, the last section reports the conclusions

and the future research plans.

2. Related work

In research efforts concerning RWA in optical telecommunications

networks [2,3], two different lines, often providing very different re-

sults in terms of optimization objectives, have been developed.

At first, we can consider pure load-balancing strategies. This

line of research focuses on developing traffic load-aware routing al-

gorithms mainly pursuing the optimization of network resources

usage together with the minimization of the service request rejec-

tion (connection blocking) in presence of specific QoS or impair-

ment constraints. For example, in [4], a distributed algorithm for

constraint-based path selection in WDM networks is presented, fo-

cusing on service-specific path quality attributes, traffic load and

affinity conditions between previously routed connections. Analo-

gously, the distributed dynamic routing approach proposed in [5]

provides a common RWA framework considering traffic demands at

the wavelength level and using additive and multiplicative metrics to

achieve protection in case of single link failure. In [6] an integrated

routing and grooming scheme for WDM networks based on a hier-

archical network model using the concept of blocking islands to ab-

stract network resources and keeping the integrity and load-balance

of specific network sections (the above islands) as intact as possi-

ble. Also [7] proposes a routing optimization algorithm where con-

nection requests characterized by the same source and destination

are groomed and served according to a specific priority order. An-

other combined RWA/grooming approach implemented according to

a two-stage path selection approach and driven by connection block-

ing minimization criteria is presented in [8], whereas a more sophis-

ticate load-balancing approach based on maximum flow/minimum

cut considerations on the network graph is presented in [9]. Finally,

the work in [10] presents an off-line version of the problem that can
Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an
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e used when the topology of the network, the number of available

avelengths and the traffic matrix are known in advance.

Secondly, there is another line in wavelength routing research, or-

hogonal to the previous one, that is based on optimizing the overall

nergy demand and the ecological footprint of the network. In [11]

he authors envisioned a new management approach in communi-

ation networks oriented by energy efficiency and ecological aware-

ess criteria. Both the above concepts have to be considered in mod-

rn energy-oriented RWA paradigms encompassing renewable en-

rgy sources and energy efficient devices in a systemic approach that

pans the whole life-cycle assessment of the next generation net-

orks. Accordingly, in [12,13] the reduction of both energy costs and

HG emission through use of renewable energy sources has been

nvestigated. To achieve the needed optimizations new routing al-

orithms are envisioned, taking into consideration the availability

f low-power or energy-proportional operating modes [14] as well

s the type of power feed given to the wavelength switches (green,

irty), according to the information provided by the Smart electric

rids [15]. Also in [16] a dynamic routing approach, with paths that

re established on-demand between nodes powered with renewable

nergy, is proposed. Other authors have presented in [17] an algo-

ithm that proposes a new eco-friendly distributed routing scheme,

ased on OSPF, that enables the traffic routing through a small sub-

et of routers, allowing unneeded routers to pass into sleep mode by

educing energy consumption and hence GHG emissions. This work

onsiders the network load as a determining factor in the decision-

aking. A similar eco-sustainable routing approach based on spe-

ific OSPF extensions has been presented in [18]. In [19] the authors

onsider the energy consumption of the dedicated path protection

esources and investigate the savings achievable through the use of

leep mode, by discussing the trade-offs between energy saving and

locking probability. Similarly, in [20], the trade-off between energy

onsumption and modulation formats is discussed, showing that the

ost power efficient transponders do not always lead to the lowest

verall network energy consumption, basically due to the intermedi-

te 3R regeneration over long distances. An hybrid CDN-P2P system

n an IP-over-WDM network is considered in [21], and the energy con-

umption is reduced by means of an energy-aware algorithm which

esides reduces the load on the CDN. In [22], the authors compare the

energy consumption of the OFDM and MLR optical transport tech-

nologies under different network traffic scenarios, and evaluate the

results by employing a robust optimization technique.

In spite of the above advances in pure load-balancing or pure

energy-efficient approaches, there are also some routing optimiza-

tion research efforts considering a mixed situation in which both

the balancing and the energy/ecological footprint are simultane-

ously used in the definition of hybrid algorithms. In [23] the authors

present a novel integrated RWA framework (GreenSpark) using the

traditional balancing objectives together with energy-awareness in

its decision process, also making use of green energy sources wher-

ever possible. The effectiveness of the above approach and its impact

on the power consumption and carbon footprint of telecommunica-

tion networks have been evaluated, showing very interesting results

at the expense of a small increase in the computational complexity. In

this context, the authors of [24] proposed a Weighted Power-Aware

Lightpath Routing (WPA-LR) scheme that leverages on a cost func-

tion that considers both the power state of the network and the in-

formation about wavelength usage and blocking performance. In this

algorithm when computing each candidate path, a weight is assigned

to fiber links in the network to be used by for selection of shortest

paths that are sorted in ascending order based on their power con-

sumption. We can consider GreenSpark and WPA-LR as an effort in

the direction of unifying load-balancing and energy-awareness crite-

ria by using a single hybrid algorithm characterized by a multi objec-

tive optimization behavior. However, an optimal strategy would be to

operate the network exclusively targeting at a pure load-balancing
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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bjective when the resources are limited, and at a pure energy-

wareness objective when there is plenty of free resources and the

bjective is to minimize the power consumption and therefore the

perational expenditures. Toward this goal, HyLERA, the algorithm

roposed in this work, represents an important step forward, based

n the adaptive adoption of different threshold-driven metrics lead-

ng to different behaviors, according to the current network traffic

tate, optimizing the routing decisions based on energy-awareness

r unblocking conditions.

. Energy-aware RWA in WDM networks

Network providers typically design and manage their own trans-

ort infrastructures in order to attract an ever increasing interest

n their customers by providing high bandwidth, extremely reliable

nd quality-differentiated communication services. At the same time,

hey incur in significant initial investments and operating costs so

hat they are continuously faced with the challenge of using the most

xpensive equipment and communication resources as efficiently as

ossible, by keeping their power consumption costs at a minimum

nd using all the available optical links in a fairly balanced way. Un-

ortunately the last two objective are often in contrast, depending on

he specific network topology and equipment used. However, energy

xpenses, due to their recurring nature become one of the most crit-

cal element in the overall operational costs. Consequently, deploy-

ng dynamic power management strategies that aim at decreasing

he power demand in the operational phase and consequently reduc-

ng energy bills, becomes a fundamental prerequisite for maximiz-

ng their medium and long-term revenues. Stimulated by the above

eeds and by recent advancements in traffic engineering techniques,

here is a growing interest in designing a unified control plane frame-

ork resulting in a smart integrated approach that combines the

bove resource and energy usage containment strategies into an hy-

rid optimization framework whose main aim is achieving the best

ompromise between the apparently disjoint (or, worse, conflicting)

oad-balancing and energy-containment objectives, by harmonizing

hem into a single revenue-maximization goal.

.1. Circuit switching in multi-layer optical networks

A multi-layer optical network is a very complex mesh of variously

nterconnected heterogeneous sub-networks composed of an elec-

ronic IP layer (network edge), providing network access and con-

ectivity distribution, built on top of an optical transport layer (OTN)

laying the role of interconnection backbone (network core). Each

ub-network consists of multiple heterogeneous switching devices,

deally operating according to a common control plane protocol and

anagement policy, usually within the same Autonomous System

AS). In presence of very different types of devices, built by multiple

endors, all the switching decisions are based on a combination of

acket, time slot, wavelength or interface depending on the location

edge or core) and role (intermediate or terminating) of the involved

evices within the overall network topology.

Generalized multi-protocol label switching (GMPLS) is the con-

rol plane solution of choice that is used in most of the cases to auto-

atically route the connections from source to destination, possibly

rossing multiple fiber spans. When the connections are subject to

ome quality of service (QoS) requirement – e.g. required bandwidth,

aximum latency, etc. – all the individual links involved in the gen-

ralized labeled switched path (LSP) – becoming a lightpath in the

ptical layer – have to satisfy the above requirements/constraints so

hat the whole path has to be determined according to a traffic or net-

ork engineering approach (this is usually referred to as MPLS-TE).

At the optical layer, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)

echnology is used to multiplex several channels – each on an indi-

idual wavelength – on the same fiber. If no wavelength converters
Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an
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re present in the network, a connection has to be allocated on the

ame wavelength in the optical domain (wavelength continuity con-

traint, WCC), and obviously two connections sharing the same fiber

ave to use different wavelengths (clash constraint). Since a single

avelength can normally carry a channel of 40 or even 100 Gbps, it

s common to multiplex several tributary sub-channels in one wave-

ength (a process known as grooming); the wavelength resource is

hus divided in time slots which will be assigned to the individual

ub-channels, possibly with different occurrence distribution (in the

ase of statistical multiplexing).

The WCC can be relaxed by providing the optical cross connects

OXC) with wavelength converters, which are quite expensive de-

ices; a more economically viable alternative is to extract the wave-

ength from the fiber, with a reconfigurable optical add and drop mul-

iplexer (ROADM), and convert it in the electronic domain from which

t can be reintroduced in the optical domain using a different wave-

ength – a process known as O-E-O conversion. However, due to the

imiting processing speed of the electronics, such a process is usu-

lly avoided and limited only to the case in which a 3R regeneration

re-amplification, re-shaping and re-timing) of the optical signal is

equired in order to preserve the carried information with an accept-

ble bit error rate (BER).

When a connection request reaches a lambda edge router (LER), a

easible path composed of multiple communication links and nodes

onnecting the request source with its destination, together with an

ppropriate wavelength to be used on it, have to be selected in order

o setup a dedicated end-to-end communication channel (circuit).

ormally, there are several paths that can be selected with enough

ree bandwidth and satisfying the connection’s QoS requirements.

he final choice between the available options depends on the rout-

ng and wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithm and its optimiza-

ion objectives.

.2. RWA with hybrid optimization behavior: the HyLERA idea

Let us consider the network depicted in Fig. 1. Suppose that a re-

uest has been issued in order to connect two nodes at the IP layer.

he source node, which has a complete view of the network provided

y the internal routing protocol of the involved AS (such as OSPF-TE),

ooks for a feasible path at the optical transport layer. It is easy to see

hat two feasible paths are available, namely lightpath A and light-

ath B (suppose there is a free wavelength or sufficient free band-

idth on both in case of grooming). Lightpath A is shorter (two hops

t the optical layer), and traverses an unloaded, energy-inefficient

ode (i.e., currently switching few or no connections); lightpath B

s longer (three hops at the optical layer), but traverses two energy-

fficient nodes (e.g., modern/bigger nodes which consume less en-

rgy per bit than older/smaller ones). A pure load-balancing algo-

ithm would select lightpath A, whereas a pure energy-aware algo-

ithm would select lightpath B. The idea of the HyLERA algorithm is

o select one or the other path according to the current network traf-

c state/operating conditions. If the network is experiencing a lim-

ted load (e.g., at night or during low load periods), it prefers optimiz-

ng energy-efficiency and hence selects paths requiring less power

o be operated, even if longer in terms of traversed hops/nodes or

uite unfair in terms of traffic load distribution (note that selecting a

onger path will consume more resources for serving the same con-

ection request compared to a shorter path). When the network be-

omes more loaded (i.e., more connections requests come into the

etwork, for example during daytime or peak traffic hours), the al-

orithm automatically switches to load-balancing mode, preferring

he more fairly-balanced lightpaths in order to save resources and

erve the highest possible number of connection requests, eventu-

lly coming back again to energy-efficiency mode later, during lower

oad periods. The switch-over among the two criteria is driven by

threshold on the arrival rate of connections requests measured
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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Fig. 1. Path selection in a multilayer GMPLS/WDM network according to a pure load-balancing (lightpath A) or a pure energy-efficient (lightpath B) criteria; the optimal selection

depends on the current network traffic state.
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1 The energy consumption rate (ECR) and the energy scaling index (ESI) are equiv-

alent metrics used to measure the efficiency of routers, where the former uses
during a (parametric) sliding window. The rationale to use connec-

tions requests arrival rate and not directly the blocking rate is that it

is difficult to find an appropriate value of the blocking rate that is ef-

fective regardless the network topology, the time of the day, the traf-

fic pattern and the state of the network. The connections arrival rate

is instead an easily tunable parameter for a network, regardless of

the “accumulated traffic”, i.e. of the currently carried load of the net-

work, and of the future incoming traffic. In this way, starting from the

knowledge of the recent past (provided by the sliding window) and

of the pseudo-sinusoidal traffic pattern common in this kind of net-

works (acquired through an initial baselining activity, analyzing the

network usage trend on a daily and/or weekly basis) we can estimate

the network behavior in the near future and accordingly operate it in

the most efficient way.

It is worth to underline that an edge cost function that mixes en-

ergy and load in one function is not a good option due to the different

optimization objectives that are in contrast; therefore, we prefer an

hybrid solution that however is forced to act either load-balancing

or energy-efficiently, according to the what is currently most conve-

nient, given the current configuration of the network. This also pro-

vides simplicity to the HyLERA algorithm, though its effectiveness

and ease of use.

Note also that the main objectives of the HyLERA algorithm cannot

be achieved by using a traditional Integer Linear Programming (ILP)

approach. In fact, the HyLERA algorithm has been explicitly conceived

to solve the dynamic online RWA problem, in which connection re-

quests dynamically arrive one-by-one, i.e. without prior knowledge

of the involved nodes and requested bandwidth. On the contrary, an

ILP formulation can only be applied to the static RWA problem, in
Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an
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hich the whole set of connection requests (and hence the whole

raffic matrix) is completely known in advance. Therefore, due to the

omputational complexity of both the above problems, only (small)

nstances of the static RWA problem can be solved with ILPs (usually

mployed for network planning), while a heuristic-driven algorithm

uch as HyLERA is the only feasible way for solving the dynamic RWA

roblem by ensuring the performances needed for online network

perations.

. The energy model

In order to handle the energy-awareness objectives, we need the

bility to estimate for each candidate connection, in addition to the

ore traditional link or node properties that lead to the determina-

ion of the shortest and/or less congested paths, also the specific met-

ics that describe their energy consumption. A linear energy model

as been used to describe the energy consumption of routers at dif-

erent loads. According to real router measurements [25], we consider

hat, when a router is turned on but idle, it consumes half of its total

ower consumption and, as the load increases, its power consump-

ion linearly increases, up to its maximum value which is reached

hen the router is fully loaded. The slope with which the power con-

umption function increases with respect to the load is given by its

nergy scaling factor, measured in W/Gbps in the energy scaling in-

ex (ESI).1 A scaling factor of x W/Gbps means that x W are required

o route 1 Gbps of traffic. Typical values for the scaling factor vary
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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Fig. 2. The energy consumption of three routers with different aggregated bandwidth (BW) and scaling factors (SF) are represented.
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rom 1 to 10 W/Gbps [1], where small routers consume more energy

er bit than larger routers, since the latter ones are typically more

fficient and tend to be placed in the core of the network where the

raffic is more aggregated [26].

In Fig. 2, the energy consumption of three different routers [1] has

een drawn. Router 1 is a small router with a maximum capacity (ag-

regated bandwidth of all its interfaces) of 40 Gbps, and has a scaling

actor of 8 W/Gbps; therefore, it consumes a maximum of 640 W (320

just to stay ON, and 8 × 40 W when fully loaded). Similarly, Router

is a medium router (120 Gbps of aggregated bandwidth) with a scal-

ng factor of 5 W/Gbps, and Router 3 is a big router (320 Gbps) with

scaling factor of 3 W/Gbps. It is worthwhile to note that the power

onsumption of idle routers is always present since we assume that

o sleep mode is available at router level, i.e. an idle router cannot

e put into sleep mode, as reported also in [13,27]. Therefore, any

nergy-related optimization relies on the variable power consump-

ion of routers, selecting short routes passing through routers with

ow energy scaling factors.

Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the three routers and pro-

ides the equations describing their power consumption as a function

f the load.

In general, the power consumption (y) of a router as a function of

ts load (x) is defined and takes value over the following domain and

mage:

: [0, BW ] → [Cidle,Ctop], (1)
nergy per bit (nJ/bit) and the latter uses Watts per Gbps (W/Gbps); in fact, it holds

hat W/Gbps = (J/s)/(Gbit/s) = J/Gbit = nJ/bit.

b

o

l

6

b

Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an

Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.20
nd it is given by the following equations:

= SF · x + Cidle, (2)

here BW is the router aggregated bandwidth, Cidle and Ctop are re-

pectively the power consumption of the router when idle and when

ully loaded and SF is its energy scaling factor. 3R regenerators have

n energy scaling factor SF3R of about 3 W/Gbps, as reported in [1].

. The HyLERA cost function

The HyLERA algorithm is based on the Dijkstra shortest path algo-

ithm, modified to operate in WDM networks and constrained on the

vailability of enough free bandwidth/wavelengths. The wavelength

ontinuity constraint is imposed along a lightpath when no wave-

ength converters are present or no O-E-O conversion is performed.

The network is represented as a multigraph G = (V, E), where

, |V | = n is the set of nodes (either electronic routers or optical

witches/cross-connects), E, |E| = m is the set of edges modeling the

inks in the network. Note that, since WDM is deployed in the optical

etwork, there can be more than one edge between a pair of nodes

therefore, G is a multigraph), each one representing a wavelength

hannel.

Each edge (u, v) ∈ E in the network graph has nonnegative cost

(u,v) ∈ �+ determined by the edge weighting function currently used

y HyLERA (either load-balancing or energy-awareness, depending

n the current network traffic state). The maximum capacity of each

ink bm(u, v) ∈ B, where B is the set of possible bit-rates (310 Mbps,

22 Mbps, 2.5 Gbps, 10 Gbps, 40 Gbps, 100 Gbps), is given by the

it-rate of the interfaces operating on each wavelength; the current
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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Table 1

The values used for the three routers: aggregated bandwidth (BW), scaling factors (SF), power consumption when fully loaded (Ctop)

and in idle (Cidle), and finally the equations describing the power consumption (y) as a function of the load (x).

Router Aggregated bandwidth Scaling factor Power consumption Power consumption (y) as a function of load (x)

(Gbps) (W/Gbps) (W) y = f (x)

Router 1 40 8 Ctop = 640 W y = 8x + 320,

Cidle = 320 x ∈ [0, 40]

y ∈ [320, 640]

Router 2 120 5 Ctop = 1200 W y = 5x + 600,

Cidle = 600 x ∈ [0, 120]

y ∈ [600, 1200]

Router 3 320 3 Ctop = 1920 W y = 3x + 960,

Cidle = 960 x ∈ [0, 320]

y ∈ [960, 1920]
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available capacity br(u, v) of a link is updated each time a connection

is set up or torn down in the network.

Thus, network links may be weighted according to pure load-

balancing or pure energy-awareness function, depending on the cur-

rent traffic state of the network. In detail, when the network is un-

loaded, for example during the night, the links are weighted with the

energy-aware function cEA, which makes the Dijkstra algorithm select

the lowest energy-consuming links:

cEA(u, v) = SF(u) + SF(v) + SF3R(u, v) (3)

where SF(i) is the energy scaling factor of node i ∈ V, and SF3R(u,

v) is the scaling factor of 3R regeneration on edge (u, v). Note that,

since nodes in V can be either electronic routers equipped with

energy-hungry switching fabrics or optical cross-connects, empow-

ered by more energy-efficient matrices implemented by using MEMS

or liquid-crystal on silicon (LCoS) devices, their energy scaling factors

are different (we use the same values as [23]). Since no sleep mode

is allowed for the optical amplifiers and they always operate on the

entire band involved (e.g., the C-Band), they are not considered in the

equation, being an invariant factor.

Alternatively, when the network is loaded, for example dur-

ing peak day hours, the links are weighted according to the load-

balancing function cLB, which makes the Dijkstra algorithm prefer the

less congested links in an effort to accommodate as much connec-

tions as possible.

cLB(u, v) =
[
br(u, v) · log (bm(u, v))

]−1
. (4)

The more the available bandwidth and channel bandwidth are, the

lower the load-balancing cost is (the maximum capacity is weighted

with the logarithmic function, in order to lessen its importance

with respect to the residual capacity). This is due to the assump-

tion that the network revenue is directly proportional to the num-

ber of successfully routed connections (that is quite common for all

the providers ensuring specific SLAs by relying on a traffic engineered

circuit switching schema). Therefore, lowering the blocking proba-

bility as a consequence of a more balanced resource usage, achieved

by always keeping enough residual capacity on each communication

link, will increase the revenue for the operator. Note that the utiliza-

tion of the nodes is considered only when pursuing load-balancing,

since energy-efficiency is pursued only when the network traffic is

light and therefore minimum blocking is experienced. It is worth to

notice that we used a very simple naive load-balancing schema in

order to control blocking probability also if more advanced and ef-

fective techniques are available in the literature, mostly based on dis-

tributing the load on the available communication resources in or-

der to avoid the creation of bottlenecks over critical links. Thus, since

the focus of this work is presenting an hybrid approach able to op-

erate in a dynamic way, according to the network conditions, in or-

der to clearly assess the effectiveness of the hybrid routing strategy-

switching mechanism, two very simple routing strategies were

employed, namely pure energy-efficiency and pure load-balancing.
Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an
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n fact, it should be considered that the use of a more complex and

ophisticated routing algorithm/strategy would have the effect of ob-

uscating the results, making more difficult to appreciate the effects

f switching from a routing strategy to another one.

The mode in which the algorithm is working is identified by a pa-

ameter w which can be either energy-awareness or load-balancing.

he switching between the former or the latter function is discrimi-

ated by a threshold evaluated in a sliding window. Specifically, the

umber ξ of connections requests that arrive in the network are mon-

tored during the last k hours (sliding window) and, if they overcome

he fixed threshold, the links cost function is changed. Despite a sin-

le threshold is used in each operating mode, in order to better bias

he edge cost function to be applied at each time, two thresholds are

efined (one for load-balancing and the other for energy-awareness):

high and tlow. The values of these thresholds are highly dependent on

he traffic pattern, the network topology and the load experienced in

he different hours of the day. An initial traffic monitoring phase, aim-

ng at acquiring information about the network baseline behavior, is

eeded in order to observe the traffic trend during low and high load

eriods of the day and properly tune the thresholds in such a way

hat the network is always operated in the desired mode. Starting

rom a void network (i.e., in the initial state), the algorithm works in

nergy-saving mode (w = energy-awareness), using the energy-aware

unction to weight the network links. As connections arrive at the

etwork, they are continuously monitored and, if their number ξ ex-

eeds the thigh value during the sliding window, the link cost func-

ion is switched to load-balancing (w = load-balancing) and stays un-

il the connections arrival rate decreases to a value lower than the

low threshold. When this occurs, the link cost function is switched

ack to energy-awareness to save energy during the low load period.

herefore, the link cost function is defined as:

(u,v) = δ · cEA + (1 − δ) · cLB, (5)

here

=
{

1 if ξ ≤ tlow and w = load-balancing
0 if ξ ≥ thigh and w = energy-awareness

. (6)

.1. OSPF-TE extensions

The hybrid behavior of HyLERA reaches its maximum effective-

ess if all the routers in a network switch at the same time, i.e. in a

oordinated, network-wide manner. Therefore, it is necessary to have

distributed mechanism to keep track of all the connections that ar-

ive in the network during the sliding window, representing the in-

tantaneous network load information needed to adaptively drive the

witch-over between load-balancing and energy-aware behavior.

To this end, we extend the OSPF-TE Opaque Link State Advertise-

ent (LSA) messages to include the arrival rate information during

he sliding window, and spread this information with regular OSPF

pdates to all routers in the network.
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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Table 2

Sub-TLV for TE LSA.

Type Length Value

32768 4 octets Connections arrival rate
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Table 3

Parameters used in the simulation experiments.

Simulation parameters Geant2 network

Simulated time 4 days

Time steps 2400 per day (one step every 36 s)

Number of generated connections Varying from 0 to 263200

Connections lifetime 30 min

Connections bandwidth 310 Mbps

HyLERA sliding window k 1, 3, 6 h

HyLERA threshold thigh Scenario 1: 9300; Scenario 2: 11,900;

Scenario 3: 5400

HyLERA threshold tlow Scenario 1: 8400; Scenario 2: 10,200;

Scenario 3: 5200

Parameters �OA , �3R 80 km, 500 km

Distribution of nodes as source or

destination of connections

Weighted according to the number of

wavelengths of the routers (reported in

Fig. 6)

RWA algorithms HyLERA, pure load-balancing SPF, pure

energy-aware SPF

Measurements Blocked connections and power

consumptions
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In particular, we add a new Type-Length-Value (TLV) field to the

raffic Engineering extensions for OSPF-TE (Traffic Engineering LSA,

paque type=1) according to an agile implementation (the detailed

xplanation of each field of the TE LSA can be found in [28]). The

ype field (16 bits) contains the ID of the newly defined entry (32768,

hich is the first available one) and the Length field (16-bits) speci-

es the extension of the Value field (in octets), which are contained

n the payload of LSAs. As reported in Table 2 the Value field identi-

es the current connection arrival rate experienced by the involved

evice.

Note that the scaling factors (SF) used in the OSPF metric are stat-

cally defined at the network definition time, and it is not necessary

o spread them periodically. However, it is also possible to configure

SPF to automatically spread them in case, for example, of changes

n the topology; to this end, it is sufficient to add two other 4-octets

ub-TLV fields, namely 32,769 and 32,770, containing respectively the

ode id and its SFs.

It is also worth to note that, even though OSPF is a link-state pro-

ocol (i.e., a flood only if a change), a link state refresh time (LSRefesh-

ime) is defined; when this time expires, a router floods a new LSA

o all its neighbors, who will reset the age of the sending router’s

ecords to the new received age. OSPF sets the LSRefreshTime to 30

in [29], which is lower than the sliding window timespan (ranging

rom 1 to 6 h). Therefore, the periodic update done by the OSPF is

irectly usable to spread the number of connection requests arrived

uring the sliding window and the proposed TE LSAs will be flooded

ver the whole network on such a fixed time-basis, disseminating the

etwork load information. The OSPF-TE convergence time on a typi-

al carrier’s transport network can be considered as negligible, being

ust few tens of milliseconds [30].

. Time and space complexity analysis

The HyLERA algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3. It takes as input the

raph representing the network, the connection request with source

nd destination nodes and the required bandwidth, the high and low
Algorithm 1 Hylera(G, c, thigh, tlow, ξ)

Input:
G: current network state
c = (s,d,b): connection request; s, d: source,
thigh : ascending threshold to change from En
tlow : descending threshold to change from Lo
ξ: number of connection requests in the slidi

Output:
G∗: new network state
π∗: new lightpath

1: if w =energy-awareness AND ξ ≥ thigh th
2: w ← load-balancing
3: else if w =load-balancing AND ξ ≤ tlow th
4: w ← energy-awareness
5: end if
6: π∗ ← constrainedDijkstra(G, c, w)
7: G∗ ←Update the w((u, v)λ) costs of networ

and increment ξ of one unit
8: return (π∗, G∗)

Fig. 3. The HyLERA

Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an
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hresholds and the connection requests count in the sliding window.

he edge cost function (load-balancing/energy-awareness) initially is

et to energy-awareness (since the network is void).

Lines 1–5 discriminate what is the edge cost function w that has

o be used, given the current network traffic state, i.e., the number ξ
f connections in the sliding window. This is performed by a simple

heck between ξ and the values of the thresholds and possibly the

onsequent assignment. These lines have a constant time complexity

f O(1).

The HyLERA algorithm is based on the Dijkstra’s algorithm, modi-

ed to operate in WDM networks and constrained on the availability

f enough free resources to serve the connections. The constrained-

ased routing is performed in line 6, checking, when a new node is

iscovered by the algorithm, if the available bandwidth on the link

onnecting that node is equal or greater than the connection request

equired bandwidth. The WDM network is represented as a multi-

raph, in which there can be more than one edge between a pair of

odes, representing the different WDM channels. Therefore, when

new node at the lowest distance from the source is discovered,

f there is enough free bandwidth, it is labeled not only with dis-

ance from the source and predecessor node, but also with the pre-

ecessor wavelength on which the node was reached. Both the band-

idth constraint check and the additional labeling have a constant
destination nodes; b: required bandwidth
ergy-Awareness to Load-Balancing
ad-Balancing to Energy-Awareness
ng window

en

en

k edges (u, v)λ along the chosen path π∗

algorithm.
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Fig. 4. The Geant2 network used in simulations.
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time complexity of O(1). The Dijkstra algorithm has a computational

complexity of O(m + n log n), when improved by using a priority

queue with a Fibonacci heap in the implementation [31].

In line 7, the new network state (i.e., the edges residual bandwidth

and costs) is updated only for the network edges involved by the new

path π ∗, which, in a network with n nodes, has a maximum length of

n − 1, therefore having a computational complexity of O(n).

Finally, the new path π ∗ and the new network state G∗ are re-

turned in line 8.

Therefore, the HyLERA computational complexity in the worst

case scenario is O(m + n log n) which is the same as the original Dijk-

stra algorithm.
Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an
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As for space complexity, the multigraph network representation

mployed by HyLERA requires less space with respect to the layered

raph approach conventionally used in dynamic RWA algorithms

23]. Using up to λ wavelengths on each edge, the layered repre-

entation with C converter nodes will require λn + 2 nodes (λ lay-

rs, each dedicated to an individual wavelength, plus two additional

odes to serve as ingress and egress) and λm + 2λ + C · (λ − 1) edges

converters can be modeled by cross-layer edges that connect each

ayer to the λ adjacent layer – a wavelength conversion spanning

ultiple frequencies will thus entail many such edges in sequence),

hile the equivalent multigraph representation will require only n

odes and λm edges, thus notably reducing the space complexity.
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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Fig. 5. The pseudo-sinusoidal traffic pattern.
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esides, in the layered graph, the ingress and egress nodes as well

s the edges connecting them to the network have to be built each

ime a new connection arrives, while in the multigraph approach this

reprocessing phase is not necessary thanks to its compact represen-

ation. Note that, even in absence of wavelength conversion, all the

ayers of the layered graph have to be explored, since the (first) wave-

ength of the lightpath may be any, which compensates the additional

heck needed in the multigraph approach to enforce the wavelength

ontinuity constraint. Furthermore, the higher number of nodes and

dges required by the layered graph with respect to the multigraph

pproach increases the time complexity which strictly depends on

he n and m parameters.

. Performance evaluation

Extensive simulation experiments have been performed in order

o evaluate the efficiency of HyLERA under different operating condi-

ions and scenarios. In order to resemble closest-to-reality scenarios,

e made specific assumption on the traffic pattern, the distribution

f connection requests and on the network topology and node design.

For this purpose, we modeled the well-known Geant2 pan-

uropean research network, shown in Fig. 4. The network has 34 op-

ical switches, each connected to an electrical router. The links be-

ween node pairs are modeled according to the real topology, with

WDM degree and interfaces bit-rates scaled up as shown in the

gure. The size/class of the routing and switching equipment (and,

hus, their energy scaling factor) is given by their aggregated band-

idth, i.e. the sum of the transport capacity of all their interfaces.

ore nodes provide (sparse) wavelength conversion capability and a

rst-fit wavelength assignment algorithm (starting from the higher

vailable wavelengths) is employed. The physical distance among

odes is reported in the figure and optical amplifiers (OA) and re-

enerators (3R) have been put accordingly on each link: an OA each

0 km and a 3R each 500 km. Simulations have been performed on

n Intel® Core
TM

i7-950 CPU @ 3.07 GHz with 16 GB RAM and 64 bit

perating system server equipped with the Sun® Java® Runtime En-

ironment v.1.6. To perform the simulations, we used SimulNet [32],

n ad-hoc optical network simulation environment that allows flex-

ble modeling of network topologies as well as traffic load genera-

ion, data recording and post-processing. Simulation parameters are

eported in Table 3.

We modeled the traffic pattern as pseudo-sinusoidal over the 24

of a day, as shown in Fig. 5 and reported in [33].

In order to simulate real traffic matrices, the traffic pattern has not

een uniformly distributed over the network nodes: bigger routers

ave been assigned higher probability to be selected as source or

estination of connections requests than smaller ones. Such a prob-

bility is therefore linearly dependent on the aggregated number of

avelengths that a router manages, with the distribution probability

hown in Fig. 6.
Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an
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.1. Simulations results

Due to space limitations, we only report the results associated to

he sets of simulation experiments obtained in three notable scenar-

os, that show the flexibility of HyLERA in achieving different op-

imization objectives. In the first set of experiments (Scenario 1),

yLERA parameters (the high and low thresholds) have been set up

n order to obtain the optimal behavior, given the current conditions,

.e. for the given network topology, traffic pattern and distribution,

tc. Since the behavior of HyLERA is determined by the thresholds,

e can force HyLERA to work by using one or the other cost function,

ither trying to save more energy or trying to block less connections.

herefore, the tests associated to the second and third scenarios have

een performed by setting the parameters in order to make HyLERA

ehave in a more energy-aware or load-balanced way, respectively.

n order to evaluate the performance of HyLERA, we compared its

esults with the ones associated to pure load-balancing and pure

nergy-aware algorithms, which are shortest path first (SPF) algo-

ithms in which edges are labeled exclusively with the load-balancing

Eq. (3)) or energy-aware (Eq. (4)) cost functions, respectively. These

lgorithms provide the lower and upper bounds reference values of

he achievable savings and blocking, and therefore the pure SPF algo-

ithms are the same in the three sets of simulation experiments and

re reported as a comparison. Note, however, that HyLERA is a hybrid

olution which switches on-the-fly from a routing strategy to another

ne, when the network is already being operated. As a consequence,

t takes some time to perform operating mode switching, that implies

ome progressive change/adaptation in its behavior (temporarily pro-

ucing hybrid results) until it returns to operate according to only a

ingle strategy characterizing the current operating mode. In absence

f re-optimization, in fact, all the connections previously routed with

different strategy need to be terminated. This explains why HyLERA

erformance metrics are not always contained between the lower

nd upper bounds.

The window size k is a key parameter which depends on the net-

ork topology and traffic distribution. In our simulations, several

ime windows have been tested (1, 3 and 6 h), but only the results for

= 3 h are reported, since they give the best trade-off between the

ast traffic and the reactiveness of the algorithm to changes. How-

ver, the best value for k has to be set experimentally, by also consid-

ring that a too short time window would increase the fluctuations

n the change of the cost functions to use, and a too long window size

ould generate too much inertia and decrease the reactiveness of the

lgorithm.

In order to show in a clear manner the results of the simu-

ation experiments, the graphics contain extra axes distinguished

y different colors. Blue and pink axes represent a change in the

dge cost function used by HyLERA, being blue the change from

nergy-awareness to load-balancing, and pink the change from load-

alancing to energy-awareness. White axes are used to split between

imulation days: each simulation has been performed during 4 days

a sufficient time to reach an equilibrium between incoming and out-

oing connections in the network, given the traffic pattern of Fig. 5).

The partial block and partial consumption represent the accumu-

ated blocking and power consumption within the sliding window

k = 3 h); during the simulation, these values are calculated (every 36

, as reported in Table 3) and shown in the result figures (one point

very 6 min, i.e., every 10 update steps, to improve readability of the

raphics).

.2. Scenario 1: achieving the best-balance between energy-efficiency

nd load-balancing

The aim of this set of experiments is to show the flexibility

f HyLERA to route as many connections as possible during the
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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Fig. 6. The number of wavelengths of each network node is reported (columns) together with its probability to appear as either source or destination in connection request (square

boxes).
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highest congestion period (central 12 h of the day) and to save as

much energy as possible during the remaining night hours.

Fig. 7 (a) shows the connections blocking probability measured

during the sliding window (3 h) along the 4 days of simulation. In

the first day of simulation, the three algorithms (HyLERA, the pure

load-balancing SPF and the pure energy-awareness SPF) show an al-

most equal behavior, since the network starts empty and the only

blocked connections are the ones that have to be established be-

tween a source or destination node with very few wavelengths (such

as nodes 15 and 34 of Fig. 4) which are already used by previous con-

nections that are still alive in the network (connections have a mean

lifetime of 30 min).

In day 2, the network is not empty due to some connections that

are still alive from day 1 and, when the load increases (at around

8 a.m.), the performance of the three algorithms begins to diverge.

The pure energy-aware algorithm will select routes that pass through

nodes with lower energy scaling factor (cf. Eq. (3)), which will result

in longer, but more efficient, routes. However, selecting longer routes

will also consume more resources, since the requested bandwidth is

occupied on each link of the route; as a consequence, the connection

blocking will significantly increase during central day hours.

On the other hand, the pure load-balancing algorithm keeps the

connections blocking percentage at much lower rates, since it prefers

the routes that pass through nodes with higher available and max-

imum bandwidths (cf. Eq. (4)). However, these routes are not the

most energy-efficient ones, since the pure load-balancing SPF does

not consider the nodes scaling factor in its decision process.

HyLERA, instead, changes dynamically the edge cost function ac-

cording to the current network traffic state. It starts with energy-

efficiency, since at the beginning of day 1 the network is empty. Then,

the first change occurs at the middle of day 1, when the traffic in-

creases during the peak hours. Starting from 4 p.m., the traffic de-

creases, and at 9 p.m. HyLERA switches back to the energy-saving

modality. It is worth to note that, even if in day 1 the network starts

empty and therefore there is no appreciable difference in the block-

ing connections, HyLERA is “working behind the scene”, saving en-

ergy already in day 1 (it will be evident when looking at the energy

consumption shown in Fig. 7(c)). As for the blocking, the better be-

havior of HyLERA becomes evident starting from day 2 on. When the

traffic load begins to increase (at approx. hour 35), HyLERA switches

to the load-balancing cost function, keeping the blocking connec-

tions at values close to the pure load-balancing SPF, while the pure

energy-efficient SPF increases notably the blocking. When the traffic

decreases (at approx. hour 45), the edge cost function is changed to

energy-efficiency to save energy during the night hours. During the
Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an

Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2
est of the simulation (days 3 and 4), HyLERA keeps its blocking prob-

bility very low and close to the pure load-balancing SPF, avoiding the

locking peaks experienced by the pure energy-efficient SPF.

It is worth to note that, when switching to load-balancing mode,

yLERA does not present equal results than the pure load-balancing

lgorithm even if they are actually using the same cost function. This

appens since the network has been operated using different routing

chemes from the beginning of the simulation, thus creating com-

letely different network states (paths of the connections and free

andwidth on the links) when the change in the HyLERA cost func-

ion occurs. The same holds for the energy-efficiency modality.

Fig. 7 (b) shows the total blocking during the simulation. The first

ay of the simulation presents a similar behavior to the partial block

raph shown in Fig. 7(a). The difference between the algorithms can

e clearly seen in the second day, where the network is fully loaded

nd the repetitive traffic pattern starts over. The pure load-balancing

lgorithm maintains a low blocking profile, presenting a very low

ariation in the values obtained: these are actually the lower bound

alues of the achievable blocking. The pure energy-aware algorithm

otably increases its blocking rate every day until it reaches a sta-

le value on day 4, which is substantially higher that the pure load-

alancing one. HyLERA algorithm has a behavior similar to the pure

oad-balancing SPF. At the end of day 2 and for the rest of the days of

he simulation, its blocking rates are always within a short range of

alues from the pure load-balancing ones.

The energy consumption of the three algorithms in the sliding

indow is reported in Fig. 7(c). Here we can see that HyLERA actually

tarts acting since the very first day of simulation as for the energy

onsumption, even if the results were not evident as for the blocking

n day 1.

Since the first day, the energy consumption exhibits a pattern that

s repeated until the end of the simulation. As HyLERA starts using

he energy-aware function, its energy consumption values are al-

ost identical to the pure energy-aware algorithm and, when the

unction change occurs, it can be clearly seen that the energy con-

umption increases up to values close to the ones of the pure load-

alancing algorithm, but still lower. Note that, as before, HyLERA

oes not consume the same amount of energy as the pure load-

alancing algorithm when it is working in load-balancing modality,

ince the network has been operated in a different way in the close

ast and is therefore in a different state. When the second function

hange occurs in day 1, HyLERA starts to behave as a pure energy-

ware algorithm again, the energy consumption drastically decreases

nd the values obtained are very close to the pure energy-aware

lgorithm.
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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(a) Partial block vs Time

(b) Total blocking vs Time

(c) Partial energy consumption vs Load

(d) Total energy consumption vs Load

Fig. 7. Simulation results for Scenario 1. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 4

Final simulation values for the three set of simulations.

Algorithm Total connections Blocked connections Blocking percentage Consumed energy (kWh)

Load balancing SPF 263,200 1503 0.5710 572.85

Energy aware SPF 263,200 2671 1.0148 497.06

HyLERA Scenario 1 263,200 1702 0.6466 532.35

HyLERA Scenario 2 263,200 2510 0.9536 513.18

HyLERA Scenario 3 263,200 1652 0.6277 543.99
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Finally, we show in Fig. 7(d) the total energy consumption of the

network, taking into account all the connections since the begin-

ning of the simulation. This graphic shows that the HyLERA energy

consumption lays almost exactly in between the two pure SPF algo-

rithms, since HyLERA uses each cost function during half a day.

Table 4 shows the final numerical results of the simulation. Com-

paring the final blocking of the network for the three different al-

gorithms, we see that the pure energy-aware algorithm has almost

twice the blocking percentage of the pure load-balancing algorithm,

while HyLERA (Scenario 1) exhibits a slightly higher value than the

pure load-balancing algorithm very far from the pure energy-aware

SPF. About the energy consumption, HyLERA consumes around 40

kWh less (from the 572 kWh in total) than the pure load-balancing

algorithm maintaining almost the same blocking percentage.

7.3. Scenario 2: achieving the highest energy-efficiency

The main objective of this set of experiments is to show the flex-

ibility of HyLERA to operate in high energy saving mode, leaving

only few peak hours in which HyLERA operates balancing the load of

the network. Therefore, in order to obtain such a behavior, the load-

balancing threshold (thigh) and the energy threshold (tlow) have been

increased (to make it more difficult to switch to load-balancing and

more easy to switch back to energy-efficiency).

Fig. 8 (a) shows the blocking probability of the network during

the four simulation days (as observed in the sliding window). As

in Scenario 1, during the first day no appreciable difference in the

three algorithms is found. When the second day starts, it can be seen

that HyLERA remains in energy-awareness and stays in that modal-

ity much longer than before, just switching back to load-balancing

during few peak hours. As a consequence, HyLERA performs very

close to the pure energy-aware algorithm since they are actually us-

ing the same cost function and the initial conditions of the network

were the same (empty network). When the cost function changes to

load-balancing, HyLERA continues to obtain values close to the pure

energy-awareness algorithm for a while, reducing them little by little

as the sliding window is being filled with connections routed with

the load-balancing modality. This little reduction is due to the tiny

contribution of the pure load-balancing cost function since it is only

being used for 5 h every day.

Fig. 8 (b) shows the total blocking during the simulation. As it

happened on the previous scenario, during the first day the three al-

gorithms have almost the same blocking, being the difference negli-

gible. When the second day starts, and the network gets more con-

gested, since HyLERA is using most of the time the energy-aware

function, its behavior is closer to the pure energy-aware algorithm,

but the short range of hours where HyLERA uses the load-balancing

function positively affects its blocking percentage, obtaining values

that are always lower than the pure energy-aware SPF ones.

In Fig. 8(c), the evolution of the partial consumption is illustrated.

As it happened in Scenario 1, the behavior is a daily pattern that is re-

peated since day 1. HyLERA starts using the energy-aware cost func-

tion, and that is why its consumption starts overlapped with it. It can

be noted that, when the change to load-balancing occurs (blue line),

an increase in the consumption is recorded, up to intermediate values

between the two pure SPF algorithms. When HyLERA switches back
Please cite this article as: S. Ricciardi et al., A hybrid load-balancing an
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o energy-awareness, it quickly decreases its energy consumption to

he same values of the pure energy-aware SPF algorithm.

Fig. 8 (d) shows the total energy consumption of the three algo-

ithms. Focusing on HyLERA, it can be seen that its tendency has de-

reased compared with the first simulation, and its cost is closer to

he pure energy-awareness algorithm.

In Table 4, we can observe that the blocking percentage of HyLERA

Scenario 2) is now substantially higher than in Scenario 1 (but still

ower than pure energy-aware SPF), and the consumed energy has

ignificantly decreased, saving 60 kWh (from the 572 kWh in total).

This configuration can be used by network operators with relative

ow traffic who want to save as much energy as possible to reduce

heir CAPEX expenses as much as possible, while preserving peak

ours resource provisioning.

.4. Scenario 3: achieving the best load-balancing

The simulation experiments in this scenario try to achieve the op-

osite behavior than the Scenario 2. In this case, the thresholds have

een decreased in order to force HyLERA to use the load-balancing

ost function during almost all the day time, and thus preserving

he connectivity provisioning while not totally discarding energy-

fficiency.

Fig. 9 (a) shows the blocking of the algorithms during the slid-

ng window. As in the previous scenarios, the behavior of day 1 is

he same for the three algorithms since the network is still being

oaded with connections. Here we can see that the change to load-

alancing closely follows the change to energy-efficiency, achieving

he required more load-balanced behavior. During the 4 days of sim-

lation, HyLERA maintains a performance very close to the pure load-

alancing SPF algorithm, slightly changing toward the energy-aware

PF during few night hours.

Fig. 9 (b) shows the total blocking of the three algorithms, in which

t can be seen how HyLERA performs very well in terms of blocking

robability.

Fig. 9 (c) shows the energy consumption of the algorithms during

he sliding window. As HyLERA is behaving almost all the day time

s the pure load-balancing algorithm, their consumptions are very

lose. Only when HyLERA uses the energy-aware cost function it can

e seen how its consumption decreases, but for the rest of the time

ts values are the closest ones with the pure load-balancing algorithm

hat can be observed among all three simulation scenarios.

Fig. 9 (d) shows the total energy consumption. As expected, re-

ucing the blocking percentage makes HyLERA consume more en-

rgy, even if its energy consumption stays lower than the pure load-

alancing SPF algorithm.

In Table 4, we can observe that the total energy consumption of

yLERA (Scenario 3) is higher than the pure energy-aware SPF but

till lower than the pure load-balancing algorithm, saving energy (28

Wh from the total of 572 kWh) while maintaining a total blocking

ery close to the pure load-balancing algorithm.

Considering an average energy cost of 0.12 € /kWh [34][35],

yLERA saves 443 € /year in Scenario 1 (7% savings with respect to

ure LB over a year), 653 € in Scenario 2 (10% savings) and 316 € in

cenario 3 (5% savings). Note that the economic benefits of HyLERA

ave been calculated within the considered simulation environment,

hich is an IP/WDM optical network in which every node has its
d energy-aware RWA algorithm for telecommunication networks,
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(a) Partial block vs Time

(b) Total blocking vs Time

(c) Partial energy consumption vs Load

(d) Total energy consumption vs Load

Fig. 8. Simulation results for Scenario 2. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(a) Partial block vs Time

(b) Total blocking vs Time

(c) Partial energy consumption vs Load

(d) Total energy consumption vs Load

Fig. 9. Simulation results for Scenario 3. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ounterpart in the optical domain (i.e. a full optical layer is present

nd electronic processing only occurs at network edges). This can

e considered as the best-case scenario in terms of energy demand,

ince the use of optical technology introduces significant energy sav-

ngs. Nevertheless, the HyLERA algorithm can be seamlessly applied

o electronic networks in which there are no optical nodes or the

ptical elements are limited to the core segment. Since the power

onsumption of electronic devices is as much as 100 times higher

han the optical components’ [1], the economic benefits of operat-

ng HyLERA in such networks easily rises to many thousands of Euros

er year.

As it has been shown, the relation between blocked connections

nd energy consumption is a trade-off, and if we want to reduce

ne of them, we have to necessarily increase the other, but HyLERA

chieves a substantial energy reduction at the expense of a very lim-

ted increase in the blocking percentage.

. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we presented HyLERA, a simple though effective

WA algorithm for WDM networks that dynamically adapts its be-

avior according to the current traffic state of the network in or-

er to achieve more effective service provisioning during peak traffic

ours and higher energy efficiency during low load periods. HyLERA

s based on an ad-hoc version of the Dijkstra algorithm modified in or-

er to work with WDM network and in presence of a QoS requirement

n the provisioned bandwidth. Simulation results show that HyLERA

chieves very low connection blocking probability during peak hours

nd very low energy consumption during offload periods. It has also

een showed that HyLERA can be configured to work by privileging

he service provisioning or the energy efficiency objective, depending

n the network operator’s policy. The very low computational com-

lexity of HyLERA and its simplicity make it a valuable candidate for

onsidering the energy efficiency in the modern network infrastruc-

ures without affecting (or controlling) the service provisioning level.
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